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WHAT IS SPARKIN' STEM?
student-run conference created by FRC Team 4939: AllSpark9 in 2018. It is
designed for young and inquisitive minds, specifically students in grades 5 through 8, a population we

Sparkin’ STEM is an annual

believed our community lacked STEM opportunities for. This event allows students to explore the world of
STEM in a few hours with a great variety of hands-on activities they partake in. Guest speakers are
invited to speak with the children about their professional STEM careers and where their passion can
guide them. Along with that, they are also provided the opportunity to meet with and connect with them.
Sparkin’ STEM enables these young like-minded individuals to interact with each other in a

positive and

inclusive learning environment.

WHO IS TEAM 4939?
Team 4939: AllSpark9 is a sixth year, high performing

FIRST Robotics Canada team based at Central

Peel Secondary School in Brampton, Ontario. This team is comprised of hard workers who are

determined, driven, and dedicated

about igniting change in the community, starting with children; the

leaders of tomorrow. The team has founded several outreach initiatives for the community; Sparkin' STEM
being one of them.

IMPACT
Sparkin’ STEM ran its first event 2 years ago, in 2018, and it can be

inspired children to take
an interest in STEM. We had over 100 delegates from all over the Greater
confidently stated, from survey results, that we

Toronto Area.

Last year, we had...

1

Event

7

Hours

150+

Students and
Volunteers

Now, we're looking to
get

BIGGER

2020 Vision
ACTIVITIES
Engaging workshops,
influential guest speakers,
and much more!

CURRICULUM
Fostering STEM interest in
youth through hands-on
simulations of real
challenges

NEWSLETTER
New initiative to keep in touch with
participants, even after the
conference; introduces STEM
concepts and generates interest in
new attendees

WHY SPONSOR US?
Let's

S
P
A
R
K

SPARK Growth!

TEM IT UP

USH POTENTIAL

SSURE SUCCESS

EACH NEW HEIGHTS

EEP INSPIRING

Your role may be to mentor the students, hold
a sponsor booth, or host your own workshop
with our audience!

TIERS OF SPONSORSHIP

CONTACT US
We would like to extend a huge shoutout to you, the sponsors, for turning
our vision of sparking STEM into a reality.

Support like yours is what students need to blast off into the realm of
Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics. Whether it be with
facilitating venues, providing food, creation of activities or swag, your
guidance is what we need to inspire young citizens.

Thank you for reviewing our request, and we are excited to work with you
to bring the world of STEM to the leaders of tomorrow!

@sparkinstem
@sparkinstem
Sparkin' STEM
sparkinstem@gmail.com
sparkinstem.ca

TALK STEM
WITH US

